Fire breaks out in Telangana Express

HYDERABAD: A major fire broke out on a night train at Gopalpur railway station in a confused area of Karimnagar district on Thursday, due to which 10 coaches of the express were completely gutted.

Heavy rain likely in TS for the next 3 days

HYDERABAD: Heavy rainfall in the state is likely to occur in isolated places, particularly in the district of Warangal, Khammam, Mahabubnagar, Ranga Reddy, Medak, Karimnagar, and Nalgonda.

Fake SHGs dupe banks of Rs 70 cr

A major loan scam involving fictitious SHGs (self-help groups) has come to light in Telangana's Rangareddi district. In this scam, fraudsters have duped banks of Rs 70.56 crore in the form of genuine loans.

RBI lauds India's sporting performances

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Thursday lauded India’s sporting performances at the national sports awards and the Commonwealth Games 2018.

Corruption open secret, says Patna HC Judge; CI withdraws all work from him

Chief Justice of Patna High Court has withdrawn all work from a senior judge of the High Court after the latter delivered an order on how he failed in his duties.

Central Bank of Sub-Committee recommendation

The Central Bank’s sub-committee has recommended that the existing Secretariat building in Hyderabad be demolished and a new Secretariat complex be constructed.

PM launches ‘Fit India Movement’, says it will lead towards healthier future

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Thursday launched the “Fit India Movement” in Hyderabad.
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TRS seeks NH status for five state highways

Build reservoir protest of Tummidihatti: says Congress

Advocates oppose any move to relocate the high court of Telangana on גדולה: Tummidihatti: says Congress

PCB told to submit report on cases booked

Hyderabad lands to fund Palamuru project: KCR

‘Game of Thrones’ unfurls in Telangana Congress

Some senior leaders floating loyalty forums are demanding the party high command to give top party post to loyalists but not to ‘parachutes’

The Telangana Congress has encouraged its leaders to get the Telangana CM post from the top post in the Indian National Congress. It is known that the CM post is the highest level post to place the TRS CM in charge of the Congress party.
Alert RPF jawan saves passenger’s life

A 23-year-old woman was saved by an RPF jawan’s quick thinking when the passenger’s life was at stake. The train was travelling between Hyderabad and Bengaluru when the passenger, who had tied a string to her throat, started losing breath.

The reason for the 90-year-old woman’s distress was a medical condition. The jawan, who had noticed her struggling, immediately called for medical assistance. Meanwhile, he administered first aid and kept her conscious.

In the meantime, a doctor from the nearby hospital arrived and conducted emergency surgery on the woman. She was then rushed to a nearby hospital where she was placed under observation. The jawan, who had saved the woman’s life, continued his duties on the train.

The incident highlights the importance of quick thinking and prompt action in situations where someone’s life is at risk. It also underscores the role of RPF jawans in maintaining safety and security on trains.

#SaveNallamalla gets celebrities’ backing

Protests against uranium mining gain momentum

A 14 yr old, ORR oustees farmers allotted plots

principal secretary Arvind Kejriwal directed GIDC officials to complete the registration of plots for exclusively in villages of the ORR project. The government allotted 43.48 acres of land to the villagers from the first phase of the project. The Collector also allotted 2.19 acres of land to the villagers of the second phase. The allotment process is under way and will be completed soon.

The villagers were protesting against the mining project, which is being planned in the ORR project area. The villagers are concerned about the environmental impact of the mining project and the displacement of their homes.

Andhra and Telangana. We support the campaign. The celebrities also expressed their support for the campaign and urged the government to take urgent steps to stop the mining project.

HYDERABAD, for whatever reason, the mining project in the pristine forests, which are under severe threat from uranium mining, will destroy the second largest lung in India. The Chandrabhaga, the region's only spruce forest, will be destroyed. What the forest is worth in the world is in this area is worth more.

The villagers were protesting against the mining project, which is being planned in the ORR project area. The villagers are concerned about the environmental impact of the mining project and the displacement of their homes.

Andhra and Telangana. We support the campaign. The celebrities also expressed their support for the campaign and urged the government to take urgent steps to stop the mining project.
Telangana Pradesh Congress Committee (TPCC) president and MP Revanth Reddy has alleged that the state government is not clearing the arrears of Rythu Bandhu payments to more than 50 lakh farmers. In an open letter to Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao, Revanth Reddy said that the farmers should be given loans but not fees. He said the government should take a call on releasing the money and stated that the Rythu Bandhu scheme would have been delayed due to the KCR government. Despite this, he said that the Rythu Bandhu government had not been delayed with him. He said the TPCC will demand an explanation from the government regarding the release of the linkup fund and the KCR government would not have released the money.

The letter read: "The government is not following any transparent or fair approach to manage the resources. The Chief Minister clearly states that the government isn't able to distribute the money on time. Hence, they delay in releasing the Rythu Bandhu and crop loan waiver might again push the farmers into huge debt trap."

The TPCC chief also claimed that Rythu Bandhu and crop loan waiver would not have been delayed if the KCR government had not delayed the money. He has also stated that the government needs to take steps to ensure in advance that the Rythu Bandhu and crop loan waiver funds.

Revathy Reddy said that the farmers should be given loans rather than fees. He said: "If the government is not able to release the money, then the farmer is left to burn the crop."

He also noted that the government is not able to release money even though the PTTI has released the Rythu Bandhu to Market committee grade-I officials. He said: "The government has been unable to release the Rythu Bandhu even though it has been collected.

"The government has not been able to release the money to the farmers even when the farmers have been unable to live on their crops," he added.
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Pakistan has no locus standi on Kashmir: Rajnath

India respects Pakistan's existence, but does not recognize its claim to Kashmir: Rajnath Singh

Videos showing discrimination against students viral

RAJIV ASSASSINATION CASE

Nalin's plea on early release

More than 3,000 users of these devices had written to Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently, requesting that their health claims be rejected. Modi had said that there was no scientific proof to support their claims.

An umbrella body of state-level representatives of various condominiums of e-cigarettes on Thursday opposed a move by the Union Health Ministry to ban the use of e-cigarettes, saying it was not scientifically validated.

A draft ordinance, The Nalini Jyotsharama (Jail) (Amendment) Bill, 2018, which has been introduced in the Lok Sabha, has been moved by Congress MP Indira Gandhi, who has been keeping a tight vigil on the trial proceedings in the Bhima Koregaon case.

Welcome to New India: Jairam Ramesh on Thursday termed as "bizarre" that some people say God's own country, the region had been raised by him in his book. "Welcome to New India," he said. "The classic novel about Russia during Napoleonic wars that once GST was introduced, there was no need for GST 2.0 because in the last two years are beyond the expected percentage points, tax collections have dropped in the region. The GDP growth has "not been impressive," said Badal, here to attend the trial proceedings in the Bhima Koregaon case.

The单国 ministry on Thursday released a draft ordinance which has been introduced in the Lok Sabha, has been moved by Congress MP Indira Gandhi, who has been keeping a tight vigil on the trial proceedings in the Bhima Koregaon case.

Welcome to New India: Jairam Ramesh on Thursday termed as "bizarre" that some people say God's own country, the region had been raised by him in his book. "Welcome to New India," he said. "The classic novel about Russia during Napoleonic wars that once GST was introduced, there was no need for GST 2.0 because in the last two years are beyond the expected percentage points, tax collections have dropped in the region. The GDP growth has "not been impressive," said Badal, here to attend the trial proceedings in the Bhima Koregaon case.

The single-judge bench of the Bombay High Court to have disqualified Ramesh Sadanand. "Welcome to New India," he said. "The classic novel about Russia during Napoleonic wars that once GST was introduced, there was no need for GST 2.0 because in the last two years are beyond the expected percentage points, tax collections have dropped in the region. The GDP growth has "not been impressive," said Badal, here to attend the trial proceedings in the Bhima Koregaon case.
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Money laundering is an offence and he told the "special judge" that he had acted "in tune with the provisions of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002," he told the bench, adding that the economic activity of a nation and India has an obligation to fight money laundering activities across the world.

Referring to provisions of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA), Mehta said that the protections that material collected during the probe is subject to a judicial authority in a wider context. He also added that there was a need for a better legal framework to ensure that the probe is conducted in a manner that is not contrary to the constitutional and legal framework.

In support of his arguments, Mehta quoted a string of case citations and added that "we have no choice but to act."

Mehta, appearing for ED, said during arguments before the Supreme Court Thursday and Friday, that the court must take note of certain factors, which he said are "crucial" to the case. He said that the court must take note of the fact that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has come under attack due to the recent international developments.

Mehta said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been in operation since 2002 and that it has been used in several cases to investigate and prosecute cases of money laundering. He said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in cases of drug trafficking, terrorism, and other serious crimes.

Mehta said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in several cases to investigate and prosecute cases of money laundering. He said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in cases of drug trafficking, terrorism, and other serious crimes.

He also said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in several cases to investigate and prosecute cases of money laundering. He said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in cases of drug trafficking, terrorism, and other serious crimes.

He concluded by saying that the court must take note of the fact that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been in operation since 2002 and that it has been used in several cases to investigate and prosecute cases of money laundering. He said that the Prevention of Money Laundering Act has been used in cases of drug trafficking, terrorism, and other serious crimes.
Boris is gambling his future on suspending House of Commons

EU backs US-Iran talks but says nuclear deal must stay

EU says it considers Nuclear deal. NBC News

Pak test fires ballistic missile ‘Ghaznavi’

US to keep 8,600 troops in Afghanistan after deal

Pak has successfully tested a new version of the "Scud" type ballistic missile, Ghaznavi, said General Asif Ghafoor on Thursday. The Ghaznavi missile is capable of delivering multiple types of warheads up to 290 km, the Army said on Thursday.

The Ghaznavi missile is capable of delivering multiple types of warheads up to 290 km, the Army said on Thursday.

President Imran Khan said the Ghaznavi missile, designed to ensure Pakistan’s deterrence capability, had been successfully tested.

The nuclear-capable missile can carry conventional, nuclear and improved ‘Scud’ type ballistic warheads.

The Ghaznavi missile is the latest addition to Pakistan’s arsenal and is capable of delivering multiple types of warheads up to 290 km.

Prime Minister Khan said the Ghaznavi missile had been successfully tested.

The Ghaznavi missile is capable of delivering multiple types of warheads up to 290 km.

US to keep 8,600 troops in Afghanistan after deal

President Donald Trump on Thursday announced that the US will keep about 8,600 troops in Afghanistan after the planned withdrawal, a permanent presence that will accomplish “zero goal.”

Trump’s announcement comes amid mounting concerns over the situation in Afghanistan, where the Taliban have made significant gains in recent months.

Trump’s decision is in line with his goal of ending America’s longest war, which has been going on for more than 18 years.

Trump also said that the US will withdraw all troops if the Taliban agree to a cease-fire and if the Taliban are not engaging in violence.
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Opening up for what?

It seems unlikely that the Cabinet's decisions will lead to a flurry of FIUs amid major structural changes in the country. Such an outcome is unlikely for a number of reasons. First, the announcements are more profound than actual. As per the cabinet's announcement, the number of FIUs will increase from 23 to 45. Yet, the reality is that the existing FIUs have not been used to the fullest extent. In terms of compliance, these FIUs have not been effective in detecting and reporting suspicious transactions.

Second, the announcements are likely to be perceived as a political move rather than a genuine attempt to strengthen the anti-money laundering framework. The government's track record in implementing anti-corruption measures is not impressive, and there is a lack of transparency in the appointment process for the heads of these FIUs.

Third, the announcements are likely to be fraught with practical challenges. The government needs to ensure that the new FIUs have adequate resources, training, and technological support to carry out their mandate effectively.

In conclusion, while the announcements are welcome, they are unlikely to result in a significant change in the financial landscape of the country. The government needs to take concrete steps to ensure that the new FIUs are effective in detecting and reporting suspicious transactions. Only then can the country hope to combat money laundering and terrorism financing effectively.
Johnson makes his Brexit move

The fewer the Opposition has to work on the problem, the less likely it is to get its ducks in a row. It’s simple and entirely legal.

First Column

Johnson makes his Brexit move

Richard Saundry

The Indian Constitution, the Government of a State accepts a unique position. Thus, by virtue of the Constitution, the Governor, presiding over the legislative assembly, has the power to call, adjourn and prorogue the assembly, to preside over the convocation of the State and to perform all such other functions as the Constitution confers on him. It may be noted that the Governor can, in the absence of a quorum, continue the assembly and adjourn it for the day.

The Governor, by virtue of the Constitution, is appointed to the office of Governor by the President of India on the recommendation of the Prime Minister, in consultation with the leader of the majority party in the State legislative assembly, on the advice of the Council of Ministers and with the concurrence of the Governor. The Governor, in this capacity, has the power to refuse assent to any bill passed by the State legislature, and in such cases, the Governor’s refusal can be overruled by the State legislature by a majority of two-thirds of the members present and voting in the legislative assembly.

The Supreme Court, in Jayalalithaa’s case, went on to say that a Governor was a functionary under the Constitution of India and was not an administrative officer of the State, and that action taken by him could not be interfered with by the court.

The appointment of convict SKM leader, PS Golay, as Sikkim CM has thrown up some interesting questions about constitutional propriety because the Governor in the matter had acted beyond his jurisdiction.
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman’s stimulus package has been described as ‘too little, too late’ to prevent a contraction in vehicle sales, and to cut GST rates together with a vehicle-scheme window, which will need to be seen to shore up the declines, Fitch Ratings said on Thursday. On August 5, 2019, Sitharaman announced a package to boost consumer sentiment and the auto industry. The package promised limited benefits to the auto sector and increased government spending to bolster the economy. In this context, Fitch Ratings said, “The package, unveiled as the first of three planned stimulus packages, includes a reduction in the excise duty on BS-VI vehicles, a boost to auto export credits, an overall increased government spending of 2 6% of GDP and accelerated refunds of goods and services (GSGT). “We believe that this initial stimulus package is focused on a vehicle sales tax cut in FY2020Q4 2019-20, a phase-out of the automotive sector’s decade-long, self-inflicted moribund condition, and some pressurised pressure on the sector’s unviable 11.8% per year-GDP growth. In addition, some strong stimulus policies will be developed to boost the domestic auto manufacturing, which we feel need must be a priority and are critical to make sure the government’s commitment to make in India is fulfilled. We believe that the government understands the gravity of the situation and how impactful this initial package will be for the country’s auto sector.” Fitch said there were some shortcomings in the stimulus policies directly focused on the country’s auto sector. Therefore, the government announced initiatives to assist the auto industry in a more pragmatic manner, Fitch Ratings added. “We believe that an important area of focus is the support to new and existing components in the automotive sector and in the broader auto supply chain. We also note that the government has indicated that it will increase the green stimulus timings in registration fees will have a very marginal impact on consumers and business sentiment, whose trajectory through the announcement of a 20% duty instrument that provides a 20% excise duty cess rebate on production at the industry’s manufacturing unit. “This is because the delayed implementation of the package and the potential impact on consumer spending and production will not support consumer spending power and the increased stimulus will be used by consumers, as the government said in July 2019, to buy goods.” Fitch Ratings said. “However, we believe that the increased government spending will have a stronger impact on consumption for vehicles, but it does not address the capacity utilization and production adequacy in the industry, in addition to the working capital demands of the automobile industry.” Fitch added. “The measures may increase the demand for government spending in the long term. The automotive sector has a significant share of its revenue from the government, in the form of taxes. We believe that the liquidity crisis in the shadow banking sector will have a significant impact on the demand for new vehicles from both businesses and consumers.”

**Gujarat Gas set to raise borrowing limit to Rs 150 cr**

Gujarat Gas has increased its unsecured borrowing limit to Rs 150 crore from the Bombay Stock Exchange. The company will use the raised money for liquidation and other expenses.

**Eager to offer Indian customers online, in-store experience: Apple**

Apple recently said it is eager to offer Indian customers an online, in-store experience, with the launch of the US-India Gas said.

**ONGC to borrow $2bn at short notice overseas**

Indian oil and gas major ONGC has reportedly approached international banks for a $2 billion ($15 billion) loan to fund its proposed US-India Gas project. The company is said to have set up a financing advisory team under the leadership of Bank of America. ONGC is scheduled to take a final investment decision (FID) on the US-India Gas project in April 2020.

**The funds so raised can be used to repay about $15 billion of ONGC’s existing borrowings, fund acquisition of other fields and projects and other priority projects including the US-India Gas project, said a source close to the developments.**
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Today's television shows are regressive: SUPRIYA PATIHK

Television soaps of today have become a pale shadow of its successful pioneers, to the point that modern-day soaps have nothing new to offer than repetitive plots and characters that refused to acknowledge modernity.

Not so for serials like "Khichdi", "Mr.kitli", "Koi... Mil Gaya", "Kasam", or even "Aap Ke Aa Jane Se Acha". 

"They were the shows that brought something new to screens," said Suhasini, a long-time serial spectator. "They were not just about the usual melodrama, but had characters that were relatable and had depth.

But today's soaps are not that. They are all about drama and conflict, with characters that are one-dimensional. The plots are predictable and the writing is not up to the mark."

"I have been a fan of serials for a long time, but I have stopped watching them now. The quality of content has really gone down," said another viewer, who did not want to be named.

The conventional soaps have been replaced by reality shows and web series, which have a more unique appeal to the younger audience. "I prefer watching reality shows and web series because they are more engaging and offer something new," said a 30-year-old viewer.

The的一代, or the "theatre generation", as they are known, are not the audience for modern-day soaps. They prefer content that is more authentic and relatable. "I am more interested in watching shows that are based on real-life stories," said a 25-year-old dentist.

However, Suhasini and others believe that the industry needs to change its approach to serials. "We need to create shows that are unique and have a message," she said.

The industry, on the other hand, is notndering what its audience want. "We create shows based on what we think the audience will like," said a producer.

But viewers want more than that. They want shows that are thought-provoking and have a message. "We need to create shows that can inspire and motivate," said a 45-year-old teacher.

The industry needs to take a step back and listen to its audience. If it does, it will be able to create soaps that are relevant and engaging. Otherwise, it risks losing its audience to other forms of entertainment.
KABADDI: THE GAME OF PARTITION

This play is a testament to the mass that was made to participate in one of the biggest political gambles ever. What the people went through at the time is what has carried the legacy. We have all read enough about Gandhi, Nehru, Jinnah, the commission, India, and Pakistan; it is now time to relive the madness as citizens of the country once did.

August 30, 7.30 pm, Phoenix Arena, HITEC City.

NATURE BAZAAR

The event offers a wide range of specially curated collections of arts and craftspeople. The event also enables a conversation between the visitors and the artistes.

August 30 to September 8, 11 am to 8 pm, Kamma Sangham, Yella Reddy Guda.

ARCHIE

CALVIN AND HOBBS

GARFIELD

NANCY

GINGER MEGGS

REALITY CHECK

SUDOKU

ACROSS

1. Made by the fish in the water
2. Very moist and round
3. Bad because you are on your
4. A red garment
5. Ordained
6. Shaving nothing
7. Sheep doesn’t have
8. They are pregnant around 12 a.m.
9. 40 normal

DOWN

1. A graceful dancer
2. Loses of overnight
3. A rooster of bread
4. Closed these when
5. A word of tradition

1. Red dress
2. Green
3. Red
4. Blue
5. Black
6. Green
7. White
8. Yellow
9. Orange
10. Purple

SUDOKU

Rules

1. Each row and column can contain each number (1 to 9) exactly once.
2. The sum of all numbers in any row or column must equal 45.

FUN TIME

GET YOUR EVENT LISTED: To get your events listed, please send your details along with a poster and contact number to pioneer.features@gmail.com

INDIAN TRAILS

A six-day exhibition by artists Sona Kapoor and Nandini R Penna encapsulates the country’s glorious culture, history, exquisite monuments, and architectural marvels that have stood the test of time.

Ongoing until August 31, Alliance Francaise, Banjara Hills.

LIKE THE AIR I BREATHE

Artist Bakula Nayak exhibits her paintings inspired by the beautiful epic love poem Ritusamharam and vintage ephemeras.

Ongoing, until September 2, 6.30 pm, Kalakriti Art Gallery, Banjara Hills.

RUCKUS NIGHT 3.0

A three-hour non-stop comedy trip where we assure you all would be tripping because of the高性能 Sighhevers’ videos to host a party event which the entire entry passes shall be used in nothing but a balle at a time.

Quality eye care equipment made fully accessible to everyone who needs it.

September 7, 7.30 pm, Shilpakala Vedika, Madhapur.

SUNDEEP SHARMA LIVE

Sundeep Sharma is the “Brahman bro” of comedy. This Bareilly guy has a typical North Indian accent and performance style with a style that is his own.

His comedy is a mix of social, political, and general issues in his comedy. His mastery of rich and funny national and international personalities only adds to his humor.

September 21, 7 pm and 9.30 pm, DVD Park, HITEC City.

THEATRE

PARAKJYA

A comedy play about three men in a park fighting for their place; there are three benches but not enough. The play touches upon that thing which is at a premium these days — space — literally and metaphorically. What starts off as high-powered laughter evolves into a serious conflict about space, territory, and ownership. These become the main issues.

August 27, 7 pm and 9.30 pm, TCS Park, HITEC City.

BANGALORE

One of the most famous and most controversial of Chalam’s novels, it dramatises his ideas on marriage, freedom, and the moral issues involved in them.

Rajeswari, a young, frustrated housewife. It all starts with her thorough disillusionment with her tradition-bound, unfeeling, emotionally sterile lawyer-husband who is given to treating her as a piece of property, as one who fulfills his sexual and social needs.

September 7, 7.30 pm, Phoenix Arena, HITEC City.

RANEES THEATRE

A comedy play about three men in a park fighting for their place; there are three benches but not enough. The play touches upon that thing which is at a premium these days — space — literally and metaphorically. What starts off as light-hearted banter evolves into a serious conflict about space, territory, and ownership. These become the main issues.

August 31, 7 pm and 8.30 pm, TSIIC Park, HITEC City.

TASTY EVENING

Food lovers from Hyderabad gathered for the launch of Pasta Rasta café by two MLAs — Danam Nagender and Maganti Gopinath — over the weekend. The guests were treated to an entertaining night with scrumptious food, tasty drinks, and music. Director Boyapati Srinu, artists Tanish and Hari Teja were also spotted at the event.

THEME:

A TASTY EVENING

PASTA RASTA

Food and drinks

August 2019
SAHAO MANIA GRIPS TELUGU STATES

In Hyderabad alone, the film is being screened in 95 of the 98 single screens, making it a record of sorts.

It would be a classic case of Hobson's choice for moviegoers this weekend, as Prabhas-starrer ‘Saaho’ Telugu release of the week, will be occupying almost all of the 2,400 or so single screens state in Telangana state. A high-octane action thriller, the film, released on August 15, is expected to be showing in all 98 single screens at the Nizam region, which accounts for almost 60% of the total 1,600 screens in the state.

Although the makers initially considered arriving on December 6, delay in the filming of the climax, which is also why the release has been moved to December 20, the only thing that has been confirmed so far, in the wake of a couple of duds — ‘Kathi’ and ‘Comali’ — is that, for his third film as a director, he has gone in for a couple of shifts — action and stunt sequences. In addition, there is an entire third act that has not been shot yet.

Meanwhile, we hear that Dil Raju’s production ‘Bheeshma’ is going on a full swing. Directed by Touring Talkies and produced by Dil Raju and Falaknuma Das, the film, that has the directorial debut of Sai Kishore Macha, is looking at Christmas. The commercial drama, has got a musical. The first film from producers Puri Jagannadh and Dil Raju, the film marks the directorial debut of Puri Jagannadh. The film, that has the directorial debut of Sai Kishore Macha, has got a musical.
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AKSHAY'S LOOKALIKE IN KASHMIR IS TALK OF THE TOWN

One of the key challenges that Kashmir faced was the lack of easy access to high-quality sources of information. The internet has been critical in bridging this gap, and in the case of Kashmir, it has enabled the region to connect with the rest of the world. However, there have been concerns about the quality of information being disseminated, and the potential for misinformation to spread.

KALEY CUOCO FACES $600,000 LOSS ON MAISON SALE

Cuoco has been seeking to offload her French property. The property is valued at around $600,000, and Cuoco has been marketing it through online listings and real estate agencies. However, despite the efforts, there hasn't been much interest in the property, and Cuoco is now looking for alternative ways to sell it.

BIG B KEEN ON WORKING IN WEB SERIES

Bollywood actor Big B is interested in working in web series. He has been exploring the idea of working in digital platforms and has been discussing the possibility with some of the top streaming websites. Big B has been impressed by the quality of work being produced on digital platforms, and he is looking for opportunities to collaborate with some of the leading content creators.

‘JOKER’ GETS ‘PREMAKUTE’ PRESTIGE’ MAKEOVER

The popular reality show ‘PremaKute’ has been given a fresh makeover for its next season. The show has been a hit with audiences and has won critical acclaim for its innovative format. The new season will feature a fresh set of contestants and a new set of challenges, making it an exciting watch for the viewers.

ONE STORY AT A TIME

AR RAHMUR, DULQUER FOR BHARATARA

 armaan Khan, who is known for his successful career in the film industry, has been working with some of the top directors in the industry. His latest project is an action thriller, and he has been working with some of the leading actors in the industry. armaan Khan has been working on this project for the past year, and he is excited about the final product.
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celeb talks

T he Joker has been around for almost 80 years and there’s no shortage of interest in the character. There are even some legendary comic book artists who have brought The Joker to life in their own unique way. But where does this fascination come from? Is it simply the result of The Joker’s unique appearance, or is it something more? Whatever the reason, there’s no denying that The Joker remains one of the most iconic villains in comic book history.
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Tour whitewash

Rishabh's game in focus as India aim for Tests clean sweep

PTI | 08 Aug 2019

India has been more about change than continuity, which may have claimed the honour. Devendra Jhajharia, who received a Gold-medallist javelin thrower in the 2019 World Para Athletics Championships in Kazakhstan.

Rohit has to wait for spot: Gambhir

Rahul Sharma has to wait for a spot in the Test side with Ajinkya Rahate and Mayank Agarwal doing well in the current one-day series. Old cap-captain Rohit Sharma has been in selectors' books for quite some time but has been unable to break into the team.

Touring side

India has now won three of the four World Cup matches in the women's T20 World Cup India and Australia. India looks to steamroll West Indies with a dominant show in the second game.

Elavani claims WD gold

Manimala all-rounder Anushka Sharmi’s all-round batting perfomance was well complemented by senior internationals Shani Shreyasa and Dygala Pallavi. The two put on 113 for the second wicket.

Deepak Mall basks in Khel Ratna glory, Bajrang misses ceremony

Deepak Mall basked in glory after being presented with the Khel Ratna award at the hands of President Ram Nath Kovind.

List of awardees

Rajiv Gandhi Khel Ratna Award

Dhawan, Chahal, Axar star in India A victory

Dhawan, Chahal, and Axar starred for India A side.

PM launces 'Fit India Movement'

The Prime Minister announced the launch of the ‘Fit India Movement’.
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